Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Depression: A Primer
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Depression is one of the most common, disabling, and lethal (e.g., suicide) forms of psychopathology. Nearly 300 million people struggle with depression worldwide, and it is the leading cause of disability for people ages 15-44. Unfortunately, most people with depression do not receive the treatment they need. There is limited access to mental health services, and when services are available, the treatments used tend to have limited scientific support. This is because many mental health professionals are not trained in empirically supported treatments, are ambivalent about the role of science in clinical practice, and have limited access to scientific research (e.g., journal paywalls). The purpose of this special issue article is to provide a free and easy to use primer on Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) for depression. CBT is the most studied form of psychotherapy, has a strong theoretical basis, can be implemented by therapists of varying experience levels, and is as effective or more effective than existing treatments, including medication. CBT may not work for every client, but it is the best place to start. In this article, we discuss: a) why CBT should be the first-line treatment for depression, b) the theoretical basis of CBT for depression, and c) a basic overview of how to administer 12 sessions of CBT for depression. We also provide a reading list and supplemental open-access materials (e.g., a cognitive skills workbook) for further education.
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Депрессия является одной из наиболее распространенных дезадаптирующих смертельных (например, самоубийство) форм психопатологии. Почти 300 миллионов человек во всем мире борются с депрессией, и она является основной причиной возникновения ОВЗ среди людей в возрасте 15–44 лет. К сожалению, большинство людей, страдающих от депрессии, не получают необходимого лечения. Доступ к услугам в области психического здоровья ограничен, а когда услуги доступны, используемые методы лечения, как правило, имеют ограниченную научную поддержку. Это связано с тем, что многие специалисты в области психического здоровья не обучены эмпирически подтвержденным методам лечения, неоднозначно относятся к роли науки в клинической практике и имеют ограниченный доступ к научным исследованиям (например, к платным научным журналам). Цель данной статьи в специальном выпуске — предоставить бесплатное и простое в использовании руководство по когнитивно-поведенческой терапии (КПТ) при депрессии. КПТ является наиболее изученной формой психотерапии, имеет прочную теоретическую основу, может применяться терапевтами с различным уровнем опыта и является столь же эффективным или более эффективным, чем существующие альтернативные методы лечения, включая медикаментозное. КПТ может подойти не каждому клиенту, но с нее лучше начинать. В этой статье мы рассмотрим: а) почему КПТ должна быть терапией первой линии при лечении депрессии, б) теоретические основы КПТ при депрессии и в) общий обзор того, как проводить 12 сеансов КПТ при депрессии. Мы также приводим список литературы и дополнительные материалы в открытом доступе (например, учебное пособие по когнитивным навыкам) для дальнейшего обучения.
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Depression is one of the most common, disabling, and lethal (e.g., suicide) forms of psychopathology [13; 24]. Nearly 300 million people struggle with depression worldwide, and it is the leading cause of disability for people ages 15–44 [25]. Unfortunately, most people with depression do not receive the treatment they need [13; 14]. There are several reasons for the treatment gap, including poor case identification and limited access to mental health services. Further, when services are available, the treatments offered are typically not supported by scientific evidence [2; 8]. Many mental health professionals are not trained in empirically supported treatments (e.g., due to weak graduate program accreditation standards and/or a lack of national licensing requirements) and are skeptical about their usefulness [2]. This is a problem because, on average, empirically supported treatments are more effective than non-empirically supported treatments and thus, may decrease suffering and save patients money (that would have been used on sub-optimal treatment strategies). This does not mean that empirically supported treatments are always successful or that they will work for everyone; but, given a choice between a treatment that helps 50% of people on average versus a treatment that helps 20% of people on average, which option would you prefer?

The purpose of this article is to provide a free and easy to use primer on one empirically supported treatment for depression — Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT). We discuss why CBT should be the first-line treatment for depression, provide a basic overview of the theoretical foundation of the treatment and how to conduct it, link to an open access workbook [11; https://osf.io/7ekz8/] that can supplement in-person therapy, and provide a reading list for further education (see Table).

Why Choose Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT)?

There are a number of empirically supported treatments for depression, including CBT, cognitive therapy, behavior therapy, interpersonal therapy, and medication. Given these options, why choose CBT as the initial treatment? The first reason is that CBT is the most studied form of psychotherapy [4; 15]; there are hundreds of studies testing the efficacy of CBT, and this work consistently finds that CBT for depression is as effective, or more effective, as all other therapies [e.g., 15]. Second, CBT is based on a well-articulated and empirically supported theory of cognition and depression [1; 3]. Third, research shows that the scientific results (from randomized controlled trials) generalize to real-world practice [21; 23]. Finally, many of the basic treatment strategies used in CBT for depression can also be applied to other forms of psychopathology (e.g., anxiety disorders).

3 We define “CBT” as a treatment protocol that combines cognitive and behavioral techniques to try to alter maladaptive thinking patterns (e.g., cognitive vulnerability; Lorenzo-Luaces and colleagues, 2016).
That said, even the best treatments do not work for everyone. The primary argument for using CBT is one of probabilities. The question to ask is — given a person with depression, which treatment gives him or her the greatest probability of getting better right now? In other words, if you had to “bet” on a treatment working, which treatment would you pick? Our answer is CBT because it has the greatest level of empirical support, is as effective as all other treatments, including medication [12], and is derived from basic cognitive research on appraisal and attribution theory. CBT gives a patient their greatest initial probability for improvement. If CBT does not work, which may very well be the case [16], then it is time to try another empirically supported treatment.

**Theoretical Background**

Arguably, the most consistent and robust predictor of depression is major life stress [18]. Upwards of 80% of people with depression report experiencing a major life stressor prior to the start of their depressive episode [17]. However, most people who experience a major stressor will not develop depression. Thus, given the same stressful life event, why is it that one person will develop depression and another will not? According to the cognitive theories of depression [1; 3], the answer to this question depends on whether or not the person possesses a cognitive vulnerability.

Cognitive vulnerability refers to the tendency of a person to generate overly negative inferences about the cause, consequences, and self-worth implications of stressful life events. Specifically, when faced with a stressful life event, an individual who has a cognitive vulnerability is likely to: (a) attribute the event to stable and global causes; (b) view the event as likely to lead to other negative consequences; and (c) construe the event as implying that he or she is unworthy or a failure. Individuals who generate these negative inferences are hypothesized to be at heightened risk for depression. There is strong empirical support for the cognitive vulnerability hypothesis as research has consistently shown that those who report high levels of cognitive vulnerability are at greater risk for developing depressive symptoms and depressive disorders during times of stress than those who generate more adaptive inferences (i.e., exhibit low levels of cognitive vulnerability [9; 19]). Given this empirical work, it is not surprising that many treatments for depression are focused on changing cognitive vulnerability. The gold standard of which is CBT [15].

**Treatment Basics**

CBT is a collaborative, structured, and goal-oriented therapy that can be conducted individually or in groups. It uses both cognitive and behavioral strategies to change cognitive vulnerability and other maladaptive thinking patterns. Treatment typically consists of 12–20 hour-long sessions, but there is no strict limit on the number of sessions. Research suggests that twice-weekly sessions may be more effective than once-weekly sessions [6]. Further, when CBT is effective, large and sustainable treatment gains are often reported as early as the fifth session [16; 22].

The overarching goal of the treatment is for the client to understand how one’s thoughts influence one’s mood. The client then learns specific strategies to change the negative patterns of thinking that maintain their depression (a process called “cognitive restructuring”). Throughout therapy, four points should be kept in mind:
CBT is not “positive thinking” therapy; the purpose is to teach the client more “realistic” thinking. It is not about turning lemons into lemonade but rather recognizing that the lemons may not be quite as terrible as believed;

2) CBT should be carried out within the context of a strong collaborative working alliance (which is necessary, but not sufficient, for successful treatment);

3) homework is a fundamental component of CBT. According to Dr. Judith Beck [5, p. 1], “We tell our patients that it is not enough to come to therapy and talk for 50 minutes a week. The way to get better is to make small changes in their thinking and behavior every day”;

4) therapists should administer measures of depressive symptoms (e.g., Patient Health Questionnaire (https://www.hrsa.gov/behavioral-health/patient-health-questionnaire-phq-screeners) or Beck Depression Inventory) weekly to track patient progress as symptom monitoring (by patient and clinician) improves therapy outcomes [7]. Therapists should also routinely evaluate suicidal risk and substance use.

**Session 1: Intake Interview**

The first session is dedicated to proper diagnosis, case conceptualization, and establishing rapport. We recommend the therapist use a structured interview such as the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM Diagnoses (SCID) for diagnostic purposes as it reduces bias and increases reliability [20]. We acknowledge that conducting a full SCID is not feasible given time constraints, so the therapist should administer the sections that apply to the client (e.g., the most likely diagnoses). The therapist should also evaluate suicidal risk, psychosocial history, and medical history.

**Session 2: Socialization to Treatment**

The second session is dedicated to a review of the diagnosis, socialization to treatment, and treatment goals. The client is informed of their diagnosis of Major Depressive Disorder (or other depressive disorder) and that it can be treated with a gold standard intervention called Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT for short). The therapist should try to instill hope that therapy will be successful. The therapist should also highlight the collaborative nature of the treatment and the use of homework (also called “action plans”) between sessions [26].

The client is then taught the general cognitive model (see Figure). Specifically, the client learns to differentiate thoughts and moods. They are then taught that when negative thoughts are changed, then negative moods, behaviors, and even neurochemistry and brain activation patterns also change. Finally, the therapist and client create a list of treatment goals.

**Sessions 3–10: Cognitive Restructuring, Experiments, and Behavioral Activation**

The majority of sessions are focused on changing negative patterns of thinking. As a reminder, clients should always complete a symptom measure at the start of each session. Further, each session should begin by creating an agenda that includes a discussion of events since the last session, a review of homework, goal(s) for the current session, and skill acquisition.
Clients first learn to identify and rate their moods. As clients become adept at monitoring their moods, they are then taught to identify the negative automatic thoughts that precede and accompany depressed moods. These negative cognitions become the target for cognitive restructuring. Throughout this learning process, clients also may begin to identify situational factors that affect their moods (e.g., depression is worst in the morning).

Cognitive restructuring is a deliberate and effortful process by which clients evaluate and challenge the veracity of their negative thoughts. It is typically accomplished with Socratic-style questioning from the therapist (e.g., would your friend agree with that?) as well as the use of thought and behavior experiments. Perhaps the most common technique is for the client to serve as a “judge” for their thoughts; they write down the evidence “for” and “against” negative thoughts using a thought record worksheet. After considering all the evidence, they then try to generate more realistic or less extreme cognitive responses. These skills are practiced both in-session and outside of session via homework. Behavioral experiments are also used to test the accuracy of negative thoughts and beliefs. For example, a client may have thought, “no one wants to spend time with me.” The client could then test this thought by asking a friend to get coffee. It may be helpful to think about cognitive restructuring as learning a second language [10]; both take time, practice, and overcoming highly engrained patterns of thinking.

In addition to cognitive restructuring, clients should engage in behavioral activation. For example, it is useful to create a weekly activity schedule to increase goal-directed behaviors (e.g., go for a 15-minute walk or visit a friend). It is important to pursue activities from which the client not only derives pleasure but also can experience a sense of accomplishment. Thus, small attainable activities should be the focus.

Sessions 11–12: Consolidating Treatment Gains and Relapse Prevention

The final sessions are dedicated to consolidating the skills the client has learned. The patient should be well versed in the cognitive model of depression, competent at identifying automatic thoughts, cognitive restructuring, and behavioral activation. The patient should continue to do homework and practice their cognitive skills while both the client and therapist try to anticipate challenges that may arise after therapy termination.
Materials for Further Education

Cognitive Skills Workbook. We created a cognitive skills workbook that can supplement in-person CBT [11]. It can be downloaded here: https://osf.io/7ekz8/. This workbook provides psychoeducational activities (e.g., thought records) that can be used in sessions or as homework. This is not meant to be a standalone intervention, and its efficacy was only tested in relatively healthy American college students [11].

Reading List

Table

Articles that provide more in-depth analyses of CBT, including how to conduct it and its efficacy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manuals and Guides</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Psych Show. (2019, January 22). 5 signs you’re getting bad cognitive behavioral therapy [Video]. YouTube. URL: <a href="https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqctZgdWtok">https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jqctZgdWtok</a></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Theory and Evidence


Notes. To obtain copies of peer reviewed articles behind paywalls, please email the corresponding author of the article or you can email the corresponding author of this article.

Conclusion

When a patient presents with depression, which treatment should a therapist try first? We argue that it is best to start with Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT). It is the most studied form of psychotherapy, has a strong theoretical basis, can be implemented by therapists of varying experience levels, and is as effective or more effective than existing treatments, including medication. CBT may not work for every client, but it is the best place to start.
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